
Rose's Journey





Dedicated to my
grandparents

Patricia and Arthur
Keenan



Hi, my name is Rose
Burke and I am moving

to Australia, from
Northern Ireland to be
with my Partner, Danny

Keenan.
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But before she could  go, she had one last
game of comogie* to play. 

*Comogie is like hockey played only by girls
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One day in November 1969, Rose flew to london where she stayed the night with her Uncle
Phil
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The next day Rose's Uncle took her too
the airport. And she was off to Australia!!
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When Rose arrived at the
airport, she couldn't see

Danny anywhere! But before
Rose had time to look for

him, the immigration society
that she was supposed to be

going with found her. 
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But when she tried to tell them that
she needed to find her Danny they
couldn't really understand her irish

accent, and she had to keep repeating
things

Could you help
me please?
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Rose arrived on Cup day 1969,
the Melbourne Races, where

people were dressed in crazy 
 40 degree heat (much hotter

than Ireland)
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When she FINALLY found
him they were so exited
to see eachother that

they didn't know what to
say
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After a few month of living in Australia, with Danny always working, Rose started to
feel lonely. 
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To make new friends, Rose got
a job as a teacher at Parade

College, where she made a lot
of friends, like her fellow

teachers, and the students.
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A year after moving to
Australia Danny and Rose

got Married! 
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Rose a few years after that,
Rose and Danny had a son,
who the called Sean. They

had then a daughter,
Narelle, and then three

more sons; Kevin,Derren
and Emmet 
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Rose and Danny have
now lived in Australia

for over fifty years. they
raised their family here

and now have 10
grandchildren. 
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'Rose's Journey' tells us that we need to
be brave and ready to try something

new. As Rose travels across the Earth,
she builds a different lifestyle, ready to
start a new life on the other side of the

planet. Embark on an Outrageos
adventure with Rose as she learns the

high's and low's of immigrating to
Australia


